Competition classes
Here are the competition classes for Nordic Challenge 2017 and IPMS Open

Aircrafts

Propeller airplanes, scale 1:73 and smaller
Jet airplanes, scale 1:73 and smaller
Propeller airplanes, scales 1:72-1:49
Jet airplanes, scales 1:72-1:49
Propeller airplanes, scales 1:48
Jet airplanes, scales 1:48
Propeller airplanes, scales 1:35 and larger
Jet airplanes, scales 1:35 and larger
Helicopters and other aircrafts Space crafts and
rockets except Sci-fi and Fantasy subjects, all scales

Military vehicles

Cars

Other military subjects, scale 1:72 and smaller
Fully tracked vehicles, scale 1:72 and smaller
Wheeled vehicles, scale 1:72 and smaller
Other military subjects, scale 1:48
Fully tracked vehicles, scale 1:48
Wheeled vehicles, scale 1:48
Other military subjects, scale 1:35 and larger
Fully tracked vehicles, scale 1:35 and larger
Wheeled vehicles, scale 1:35 and larger
Stock Cars straight from the factory, all scales
Street car 1949 and younger, modified cars which are not customs,
all scales

Street rod

1948 and older, modified cars which are not customs,

all scales

Vignettes and
dioramas
Ships

Custom All scales
Tuning All scales
Racing All scales
Truck All scales
Light commercial All scales
Motorcycles and bicycles All scales
Vignettes 1-3 figures and up to 1 vehicle etc.
Dioramas More than 3 figures or more than 1 vehicle etc.
Sail ships
Engine driven ships
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Figures

Fantasy 1)

Submarines
Busts
Historic figures 54mm (1/32) and smaller
Historic figures 55mm and larger
Fantasy figures 54mm (1/32) and smaller
Fantasy figures 55mm and larger
Fantasy subjects, vehicles and equipment

Sci-fi 2)
Other
Children
Junior

Sci-Fi subjects, vehicles and equipment
Other scale models
Modelers 12 years and younger All subjects and scales

Display only 3)

All subjects and scales

Area 51 4)
Theme class: 1970s
5)

All subjects and scales
All subjects and scales

Modelers 13-18

All subjects and scales

1) Fantasy
- Figures, animals, objects and vehicles based on fantasy books, magazines, films
and games, (Anime, Manga, Steam Punk…)
2) Sci-Fi
- Future figures, objects and vehicles (space, land, water) that are based on Sci-fi
films, books, magazines and games.
3) Display only
- If you do not want to participate in the model competition, we would like to
encourage you to bring your model to display only. Display only models may get
prizes. Maybe one day you will participate in the actual competition.
4) Area 51
- all scales, should be made from the subject that modeller has not done before. In
this class there will be a lottery with several prizes between participants.
5) Theme class 1970s
- model will be judged firstly by how well it presents the 1970s, secondly by the
quality of work.
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